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Abstract
The first paper in this short sequence described the idea of a simplifying transformation and applied the
concept to a numerical optimisation-based variant of normal form analysis. The idea of the numerical normal
form transformation was simply to eliminate or reduce the contribution of a pre-defined set of harmonics in
the system response. It was shown that reducing the defined harmonics could lead to amplification of other
components of the response. The idea of the current paper is to conduct a Monte Carlo worst-case analysis
to investigate how badly unconstrained harmonics might be amplified by the optimisation.
Key words: nonlinearity, differential evolution, optimisation, simplifying transformation, su-
perharmonics.
1 Introduction
In the first part of short series of these papers, a data-based approach in order to produce simplifying
transformations for nonlinear systems was introduced. The machine learning methods that were utilised
in the previous paper via optimisation algorithm aimed to determine the polynomial coefficients of a
simplifying transformation and at the same time transform the new signal by zeroing the third order
dominant superharmonic. However, the fifth order superharmonic was observed to rise in magnitude to
counter balance the reduction of the third order superharmonic.
The motivation for this paper is to conduct a Monte Carlo worst-case analysis to investigate how badly
unconstrained harmonics might be amplified by the optimisation and specifically the fifth order one.
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 covers the main features of the optimisation algorithm and
the Monte Carlo simulation, while Section 3 gives an example of nonlinear modal analysis based on the
technique that is mentioned in Section 2. The paper finishes with some overall conclusion and future work.
2 Differential Evolution
As, explained in part one of this study the transformation is as simple as a polynomial expansion. Adopting
a machine learning approach, one can learn the undetermined coefficients from measured data, freeing the
system from the dominant superharmonic.
For this purpose, a nonlinear optimisation algorithm based on differential evolution will be used here. For
the purposes of this paper a brief description of differential evolution is given and readers are referred to
[1, 2, 3] for more details. A section will follow with results using the technique on data simulated to represent
the theoretical situation that was discussed.
Differential evolution, was introduced by Storn and Price [2] and is an evolutionary algorithm in the same
sense as a genetic algorithm that begins with an initial population of trial solutions to a problem and via
successive cycles of mutation, crossover and selection computes an optimal set of solutions. These trial
solution are subject to a suitable objective function, in respect to the given problem. In turn, for the current
analysis the trial solutions are a vector of parameter guesses that satisfy that the new signal is a simplified
transformation as described before.
Although, the routine seems complicated it follows a smooth but powerful procedure. An initial population
of parameter vectors are randomly generated. Then to each parameter vector of this initial population, the
objective function specifies a cost value and a new generation of solutions is born from this initial population.
A target vector is chosen from the initial population and then a trial vector is created by ‘mutation’. Mutation
takes two random parameter vectors from the population and subtracts one from the other by multiplying it
by some constant or scaling factor and finally adds it to a third randomly chosen parameter vector from the
initial population.
After this chain of actions a new parameter vector is born between the mutated trial vector and the target
vector and the procedure is called ‘crossover’. A predefined hyperparameter determines if the trial vector
takes a parameter value from the target vector or the mutated vector. This new vector will then be selected
for the next generation if its cost value is lower than that of the target vector. If not, the target vector is
forwarded to the next generation population. This procedure is repeated several times and as the process
evolves through a chain of generations, a parameter vector with low cost values will be constructed.
In this analysis a slight variation of DE was used called self-adaptive differential evolution (SADE). More
detailed anaylis the reader are refered to part one paper and references [1, 3]
For the purposes of nonlinear simplifying transformation, a suitable objective function must be chosen on
the basis of isolating and remove certain components (superharmonics).
A simplifying transformation of a polynomial expansion is adopted in the form of:
z(i) = a+ by(i) + cy(i)3 + dy(i)5 (1)
where {z} is the transformed signal, {y} is the initial signal and [a, b, c, d] the undetermined parameters of
the polynomial expansion.
The task of the optimisation algorithm is to determine the polynomial coefficients and the same time
transform the new signal by zeroing the 1st dominant superharmonic that appears three times from the
natural frequency.
3 An example
The system of interest will be a nonlinear Duffing oscillator of the form described by the following equation:
y¨ + 2ζωny˙ + ω
2
n
y + ay3 = f (2)
where ω is the natural frequency, ζ is the damping ratio, f is the harmonic excitation and a the nonlinearity
parameter.
Data were simulated using a fixed-step 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with harmonic excitation and
the associated displacement was extracted. The model parameters adopted were: m = 1, ζ = [0.001, 1],
a = [103, 105] and ωn = 1. The nonlinearity that is assumed is cubic.
The method that is used in order to calculate the power spectral densities (PSDs) is the Welch method based
on time averaging over short, modified periodograms which could decolour the effect of different random
excitation inputs [4]. The signals are split into sections and the periodograms of each section are averaged.
Through the Welch method these data sections are overlapped and a window, such as the Hanning window is
applied in order to filter each section. The overlapping of the signal sections is usually either 50% (as in this
paper) or 75%.
3.1 Monte Carlo simulation
In order to investigate how badly unconstrained harmonics might be amplified by the optimisation and
especially the fifth order one, a Monte Carlo simulation was conducted. The procedure can be described as
follows:
• Data were simulated using a fixed-step 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with harmonic excitation and
the associated displacement was extracted. The difference is that the ζ and a were sampled from a
uniform distribution between the values described before.
• The optimisation algorithm determines the polynomial coefficients and the same time transforms the
new signal by zeroing the third order superharmonic.
• The largest (i.e. extreme), value of the third and fifth order superharmonic is recorded for each trial
and each value is stored.
• The process is repeated for a large number of trials in order to generate an array of extreme numbers.
3.2 Discussion
In order to produce a meaningful measure of how successful was the transformation through these several
Monte Carlo trials and create a clear image of how bad the fifth harmonic behaves, the gain index was
computed. Gain is simply given by the following equation:
Gain =
value after transformation
value before transformation
(3)
As can be seen in Fig. 1 the method that is introduced successfully removes the superharmonic as the gain
index is very low (below one). However, as can be noted in Fig. 1, there are some few trials that SADE did
not reach the global minimum. In contrast in Fig. 2 there is a confirmation of what was observed in the
previous work. The 5th order superharmonic is arising in magnitude to counter balance the reduction of the
the 3rd order superharmonic.
In Fig. 3 a normal test plot is used in order to investigate whether processed (transformed) data of the fifth
harmonic exhibits the standard normal or Gaussian distribution. The green straight line gives the normal
density function and one has to check the plotted points, and see how well they fit the normal line. In Fig. 3
the data points bend down and to the right of the green line which is an indication of a long tail to the left
or left skew. This conclusion can also be seen in Fig. 4 where the histogram of the gain amplitude of the
fifth order harmonic is presented.
The red line in Fig. 4 represents the threshold (gain value one) after which the gain of the fifth harmonic
increases as result of minimising the third harmonic. It is very clear that the majority of the runs give
gain magnitudes much higher that one. This confirms statistically what was expected via the simplifying
transformation.
If one computes the logarithm of the actual values and then draws a normal test plot as can be seen in Fig. 5
then the data starts above the normal green line, bends to follow it and ends above. This indicates long tails
which means more variance than one would expect in a normal distribution. However, compared to previous
Fig. 3 the data appears to be more Gaussian and this can also be seen in Fig. 6 where the histogram of the
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Fig. 1: Gain of nonlinear system after transformation for the maximum amplitude of the third order
harmonic.
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Fig. 2: Gain of nonlinear system after transformation for the maximum amplitude of the fifth order harmonic.
gain amplitude of the fifth order harmonic is presented and the normal density function is fitted (purple
dotted line).
Again, the red line in Fig. 4 represents the threshold after (right) which the gain of the fifth harmonic
increases as result of minimising the third harmonic. It is very clear that the majority of the runs give gain
magnitudes much higher that one. Also, the data appears to be more Gaussian which could be proved useful
in order to derive meaningful statistics.
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Fig. 3: Normal Probability Plot or Normal Quartile Plots.
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Fig. 4: Histogram of the maximum amplitude of the fifth order harmonic.
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Fig. 5: Normal Probability Plot or Normal Quartile Plots in the logarithmic scale.
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Fig. 6: Histogram of the maximum amplitude of the fifth order harmonic in the logarithmic scale.
4 Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the key utility of some machine learning methods, not only for
dynamic analysis of structure but as well as a method of simplification for nonlinear mechanical systems. The
main benefit of the approach taken here is that complicated algebraic analysis is not necessary. Furthermore,
the physical equations of the system are not needed. As a result, this machine learning approach is suited to
experimental investigation of nonlinear systems using only the measured output responses. A further work is
under preparation that deals with MDOF systems, where one attempts to remove interaction/combination
frequencies from MDOF system responses. One might regard this as a means of decoupling the degrees of
freedom.
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